Press Note for Traffic Program
WeCop Felicitation on 14 Nov 2021

The Hyderabad City Security Council (HCSC) in association with Hyderabad City Police has launched the
WeCop program on 14 Jul 2020. The program WeCop is a part of traffic forum intended to promote
traffic awareness among citizens. The objective of the program is to create traffic awareness among
children and ask them to act as small cops (traffic police), and make their family members to follow
traffic rules.
The program has covered 45 schools by virtual sessions and has reached out to around 10,000 students.
The sessions were very engaging and children expressing their interests about career and questioning
the ways to reach there. Many students gave innovative ideas about making Hyderabad the best city in
the country. The program is ongoing and will be gradually spread to all the schools of Hyderabad.
On the event of children’s days, HCSC, Hyderabad City Police and Hyderabad Traffic Police have
organized the program to felicitate children from all the schools who have participated in the program.
Around 45 kids who turned out to be the best WeCops were felicitated by Sri. Anjani Kumar
Commissioner of Police & Chairman of HCSC. The school teachers and management have expressed
happiness over the awareness sessions being conducted. Parents present at the felicitation have also
expressed happiness about their kid participating in the program and asking them to follow traffic rules.
The following officials attended the function: 1.

Sri. Anjani Kumar IPS, Commissioner of Police

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Smt.Vasundhara Sinha IRS Director General Investigation, Income Tax, Hyderabad,TS
Sri. DS Chauhan, IPS, Addl. CP L & O
Sri. LS.Chowhan,IPS, DCP, Traffic-North,
Sri. Avinash Chukkapalli, Secretary General HCSC
Sri. Piyush Agarwal, Jt Secretary Traffic Forum
Sri. Rajasekhar, Associate Director HCSC
Sri. Santosh Kaveti, Jt Secretary Cyber Forum
Smt. Geeta Goti Jt Secretary Women’s Forum

